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Pre-Press & Reproduction
Topsetter Computer To Plate (B2)
Epson 9880 laser printer
(ISO12647-2 International colour matching proofing system)
8 x Power Macs
Saphir Scanner (Line-art)
Topaz 2 High Resolution Scanner

PDF Workflow including Super Trap, CIP4
QuarkXPress
Adobe CS4
Lino Colour
Prinect Print Ready
Prinect Signa Station 3

DAT Drive
ISDN Foresight Manager
NRG DSM 660 Black Hi-speed Laser

Digital Print Facility
Xerox Docucolour DC8002 Colour Printer

XM Pie Variable Media Data software
Hand creasing
Wiro-binding
Laminating
Round cornering
Drilling

NRG DSM 660 Black Hi-speed Laser Copier

High capacity copy scanner
Document assembly
Variable Data

NRG DSC 38u Colour Laser Copier

Colour laser printer

Litho Print
10-Colour Heidelberg CD 74 (perfector) (2006)
(Following ISO12647-2 International printing standard)

Axis Control, Management Gate, CIP4

Finishing
Polar Programmatic Guillotine 115 (B1)
Cutting & Creasing Cylinder (B2)
Heidelberg Stahl TA82 Folder/mailer
(2006)

Remoist, impact & low tack gluing
Spine gluing
Gatefolding
Stop start perforating
Standard perforating & slitting
Folding
Ram bundling

Heidelberg Stahl Combination Folder KH66
(2006)

Fully automated B2 to B6 folder

Heidelberg Stitchmaster ST350
(2008)

Four-station + cover feeder
Standard, loop and jog stitching
Twist and stack delivery

Morgana Iram 16

Four-head automatic
drilling machine

Morgana

A3 Parallel and Right Angle folder

Other Services
Fulfilment, shrink wrapping, picking & packing. Limited storage capacity

Stuart Bowers
Prepress Manager
(QC)
+
Staff

Simon Cannon
Digital Manager (QC)
+
Staff

David Taylor
Litho Manager (QC),
+
Staff

Paul Thorpe
Production Controller

Warren Sweatman
Works Production Manager and
Quality Control

Luke Woodason
Print Finishing
Manager (QC) –
Lee Cable
Deputy Print Finishing
Manager
+
Staff

Samantha Potter
Accounts Controller

Alan Houliston, Operations Director
Bruce Phillips, Managing Director
(Proprietors)

Senior management team
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Julie Foster
Fulfilment & Despatch
Supervisor (QC)
+
Staff

ISO 12647-2
Technical info on ISO 12647-2
The ISO 12647-2 printing standard
The ISO 12647-2:2004 standard has been created as an international standard,
setting a series of tight guidelines for reproducing colour across the reprographic and
printing workflow. These specifications can be bought from www.iso.org. They
contain detailed information on all parameters, process and measurement
techniques to ensure conformance to the standard. The standard has many parts but
part 2 contains information specifically relating to our printing technology, that of
‘offset lithographic processes’.
Why define and use a standard
By predefining a target standard for the reproduction of colours international brands,
print managers and publishers can convey exactly how they wish their project to be
reproduced. This eliminates misunderstandings of requirements across the projects
workflow that is nearly always broken between the creative, prepress and printing
parts. With complete conformance across these parties, colour consistency improves
and less waste is created, as digital information, proofs and printing are all aligned.
Targets and verification
With all standards comes specific parameters that have to be followed and verified.
ISO 12647-2 is no exception. The specification has detailed targets and
measurement settings for each process, including differing paper types. Within each
of these targets, tolerances have been defined to ensure that the specification takes
into account manufacturing variables. We have taken out of the specification
information relating to coated and uncoated paper types - which the majority of our
work fits into.
Density and CIElab
The latest ISO printing specifications uses the CIElab model and Spectrophotometry
for target solid colour measurement readings, as opposed to density weights
traditionally used for on press measurement. The main reason for this change is to
eliminate differences in printing with different inks; as all inks have slightly different
properties. However, densitometry is still used in the ISO specification for dot gain
measurement.

ISO 12647-2
Forget the technical jargon!
The problem
The supply chain can be frequently broken in a typical Graphics Arts workflow.
Designers and creatives work in one location without knowing where and how
printing will take place. This can lead to problems when the printer receives data and
proofs that have been created to an unknown specification, and are unable to
reproduce a satisfactory result.
The solution
With both creative and printing companies working to the ISO 12647-2 printing
standard, imagery, proofs and printing are all targeted to a defined standard,
ensuring a predictable result is achieved time after time.
The benefits
For the print buyer:
• Proofs match the print
• Predictable result is achieved across suppliers
For the creative:
• Application settings are standardised
• Images can be separated and viewed accurately
• Proofs can be trusted for matching
For the brand:
• Brand integrity can be protected Internationally with all suppliers aligning to the
specification
For the printer:
• Less waste with quicker proof matching
• Faster turnaround with quicker make-readies
• Greater customer satisfaction
Overall
With the supply chain aligning itself to this standard all parties can again have
confidence in the reproduction, transfer and communication of colour.

